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ABSTRACT
Aim: The Short Term Assessment of Risk and Treatability (START) guides assessment of
potential adverse outcomes. Assessment is recommended every 3-months but there is no
evidence for this interval. We aimed to inform whether earlier reassessment was warranted.
Method: We collated START assessments for N=217 adults in a secure mental health hospital,
and subsequent aggressive, self harm, self neglect and victimisation incidents. We used Receiver
Operating Characteristic analysis to assess predictive validity; survival function analysis to
examine differences between low-, medium-, and high-risk groups; and hazard function analysis
to determine the optimum interval for reassessment.
Results: The START predicted aggression and self-harm at 1-, 2- and 3- months. At-risk
individuals engaged in adverse outcomes earlier than low risk patients. About half warranted
reassessment before 3-months due to engagement in risk behaviour before that point despite a
low risk rating; or because of non-engagement by that point despite an elevated risk rating.
Discussion: Risk assessment should occur at appropriate intervals so that management strategies
can be individually tailored.
Implications for practice: Assessment at 3-month intervals is supported by the evidence.
START assessments should be revisited earlier if risk behaviours are not prevented; teams
should constantly re-evaluate the need for restrictive practices.
Keywords: Risk assessment, risk management, aggression, violence, self harm
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ACCESSIBLE SUMMARY
What is known on the subject
• The Short Term Assessment of Risk and Treatability (START) is a tool used in some
mental health services to assess patients to see if they are at risk of violence, self-harm,
self-neglect, or victimisation.
• The recommended time between assessments is 3-months but there is currently no evidence to
show that this is best practice.
What this paper adds to existing knowledge
• We have investigated whether assessing at 1- or 2- month intervals would be more
accurate and therefore facilitate more individualised risk management interventions.
• We found that many patients who were rated as low risk had been involved in risk behaviours
before 3-months had passed; some patients who were rated at increased risk did not get involved
in risk behaviours at all.
• This study provides the first international evidence about the appropriate time for START
reassessment.
What are the implications for practice
• Results are mixed for different outcomes but on balance we think that the recommendation to
conduct START assessment every 3-months is supported by the evidence. However,
reassessment should be considered if risk behaviours are not prevented and teams should always
consider whether risk management practices are too restrictive.
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.INTRODUCTION
Risk management is a key role of mental health nurses working in secure/forensic
inpatient services. The Short Term Assessment of Risk and Treatability (START; Webster et al.,
2009) is a structured clinical judgement scheme which aims to guide the assessment of patients
with mental illness and/or personality disorder for a range of adverse outcomes through the
consideration of dynamic risk and protective factors (termed, respectively, Vulnerabilities and
Strengths). The tool was developed in Canada but has been used clinically and researched in the
United Kingdom, Australia, Ireland and Norway (O'Shea & Dickens, 2014). The START is
feasible to complete and has utility and value in the risk management process (Crocker et al.,
2008, 2011; Desmarais et al., 2011; Doyle et al., 2008; Quinn et al., 2013; van den Brink et al.,
2009). Inter-rater reliability of the Strength and Vulnerability scales and the specific risk
estimates is good to excellent (mean intraclass correlations .78-.86), and the tool has convergent
validity with other instruments that aim to assess risk for aggression and self-harm (O’Shea &
Dickens, 2014). It has the potential to support recovery-focused forensic mental health nursing
care (Dickens & Doyle, in press; Doyle & Jones, 2013). Evidence for the predictive validity of
the START is mixed: the overall specific risk estimates (SREs), which are the authors’
recommended method of judging overall risk, are good predictors of aggressive and self-harm
outcomes; while the Strengths and Vulnerabilities scales are good predictors of aggressive and
violent outcomes but not of self-harm (O’Shea & Dickens, 2014).
START is intended to predict outcomes over a period of up to 3 months; this is in
contrast to, for example, both the HCR-20 (Webster, Douglas, Eaves & Hart, 1997) and the Risk
for Sexual Violence Protocol (Hart et al., 2003) which are to be repeated at 6-12 month intervals;
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and ultra-short term assessments of violence risk such as the Dynamic Appraisal of Situational
Aggression (DASA; Ogloff & Daffern, 2006) which assesses risk for the subsequent 24-hour
period. No rationale is offered in the START manual (Webster et al., 2009) for the selection of a
3-month inter-assessment period. Studies of the predictive validity of the START have used
follow-up periods lasting between 30 days and 1year (O’Shea & Dickens, 2014), but there is
currently insufficient data to determine via meta-analysis whether length of follow-up period
moderates the effect size of predictive outcomes. Previous studies have partially addressed this
question. Chu et al. (2011) found the START Vulnerabilities scale to be a significant predictor of
aggressive outcomes at periods of 1-, 3-, and 6-months (Area Under the Curve [AUC] range .74 .83) but did not examine the tool’s Strengths scale, its SREs, or non-aggressive outcomes.
Wilson et al. (2011, 2013) have reported statistically significant AUC values for the Strengths
scale, Vulnerabilities scale, and SRE for violence at 3-, 6-, 9- and 12- month periods following
assessment; again, these studies only examined aggressive and sexually inappropriate behaviours
and not the full range of START outcomes. This is an important question since more accurate
prediction over one period of time compared with another would have implications for the
frequency with which reassessment is conducted. An answer would have clinical value since risk
management procedures that involve restrictive practices should be calibrated to the individual's
level of risk at any given time. Further, reassessment at too short intervals may needlessly drain
valuable resources. It is also important to consider the period following assessment in which
patients remain event-free in terms of risk outcomes (also known as the survival period) since
such engagement might of itself warrant reassessment.
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While the START has been used internationally, and there is some evidence for its
feasibility, utility and predictive value, there is currently no evidence about the appropriate
interval between assessments. The current study aimed to determine whether reassessment at an
earlier point than that recommended in the START manual is warranted. The specific objectives
were, first, to examine the predictive validity of the START at 1-, 2- and 3- month temporal
gates following assessment; second, to examine survival function by assigned risk level for the
various outcomes across the same temporal gates ; finally, to perform hazard function analysis to
determine the optimum point for reassessment of each outcome.
METHOD
Participants
The study was conducted at St. Andrew’s, a UK-based, independent sector provider of
secure inpatient mental health care at four sites. Accommodation is provided in levels of low and
medium security for people diagnosed with mental disorder, intellectual disability, and acquired
brain injury. All patients in the current study were previously reported on by O'Shea, Picchioni,
and Dickens (2014). Eligible patients were adults (aged 18 years +) consecutive admissions
between May 2011 and July 2012 who had a START risk assessment completed by their clinical
team. Patients were excluded if their START assessment had missing data in excess of guidance
in the START manual (Webster et al., 2009).
Procedure
We used a pseudo-prospective study design; START assessments were completed by
multidisciplinary teams as part of routine clinical practice and risk incidents were recorded in
electronic progress notes by qualified clinical staff every shift. Patients’ demographic and
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clinical characteristics, first START assessment, and risk incidents for the subsequent three
months were extracted from electronic records. All data were anonymised and linked by code
numbers. The study did not require research ethics approval as anonymised data only were
accessed. The study was approved by the Hospital's Clinical Audit Lead.
Measures
START assessment. START assessment was conducted in the course of routine clinical
practice according to recommendations in the START manual and collated for the study. The
START was designed to be completed by a “number of mental health specialists who work
together as a team” (Webster, et al., 2009; p. 24). It comprises 20 items (see Table 1); each is
rated both in terms of Vulnerabilities and Strengths on a 3-point scale (0 = no/minimal
strength/vulnerability, 1 = moderate strength/vulnerability, 2 = high strength/vulnerability).
Raters are advised to indicate key and critical items to identify strengths and vulnerabilities that
seem especially important for the case at hand, and to record whether the patient has a history of
behaviours relating to each of the seven risk areas that the START aims to address: violence to
others, self-harm, suicide, substance abuse, victimisation, self-neglect, and unauthorised absence.
SREs (low, moderate, or high risk) regarding the likelihood of each of these outcomes occurring
over the subsequent three months are then made. There are no explicit guidelines about how
SREs are to be arrived at and it is not the intention of the tool's authors to provide cut-off scores
to assist raters; rather, raters are advised to use their clinical judgement to interpret the START
assessment information and translate it into a rating of low, moderate or high risk. For research
purposes, the total Strength and Vulnerability scales can be summed and, if necessary, prorated
to account for missing items following guidelines in the START manual (Webster, et al., 2009).
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Raters in the current study setting attended structured theoretical and practical training in
START completion involving team discussion and rating of pseudonymised cases. In practice,
completed START assessments are signed off by three members of the multidisciplinary team
from different professions. These assessments are completed every three months for each patient
and are routinely audited to ensure compliance.
Demographic and clinical data. Patients’ age, gender, self-reported ethnicity,
admission/discharge date, security level, legal status, and ICD-10 (World Health Organisation,
1992) psychiatric diagnoses were extracted from clinical records.
Risk outcomes. For each patient, an electronic progress note is entered on every nursing
shift by a qualified member of clinical staff. Notes are flagged if any of a range of risk outcomes
occur. As part of a previous study (O'Shea, Picchioni, & Dickens, 2014), incidents flagged for
“Aggression – Physical”, “Aggression – Verbal”, “Self-harm/Suicide”, “Self-neglect”,
“Vulnerability”, "Unauthorized leave", and "Substance abuse" were collated. Collated notes
were then coded by the authors who were blind to the START assessment using the START
Outcome Scale (SOS; T. L. Nicholls et al., 2007). The SOS comprises 12 outcome categories,
rated on a criterion-referenced severity scale of 0 (outcome absent) to 4 (most severe): verbal
aggression, aggression against property, physical aggression against others, sexual aggression, selfharm, suicide ideation and planning, suicide behaviors, self-neglect, unauthorized leave, substance
abuse, being victimized, and stalking. We did not code entries separately for sexual aggression and
stalking since the START is not intended to predict these outcomes. Physical aggression against
property and against others was combined into a physical aggression category, and similarly, selfharm, suicide ideation and planning, and suicide behaviours were combined into a self-harm
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category. For the current study we counted an outcome-type as 'present' if there was at least one
event rated as scoring 1 or above on the SOS in each 1-month outcome period. Inter-rater
reliability was in the excellent range: Kappa ranged from .83 to 1.00, the lowest being for selfneglect and the highest for self-harm and physical aggression. We treated aggression against
property and physical aggression against others as a single outcome (physical aggression).
Data analysis
Power calculations were conducted in MedCalc for Windows, version 14.8.1 (MedCalc
software, Ostend, Belgium) based on an expected large effect size, with  = .05 and  = .20, to
identify the required sample size to have sufficient power to detect predictive ability of the START
for each outcome. Power calculations revealed that 824 and 501 cases would be required to detect
a significant effect for substance abuse and unauthorized leave, respectively, due to low base
rates. Since we had access to a maximum of N=231 case records the present study was
underpowered to detect predictive efficacy for these two outcomes and no further analysis was
conducted. There was sufficient power to detect predictive ability for the remaining outcomes;
which required sample sizes ranging from 54 for physical aggression to 153 for self-neglect.
Descriptive statistics (frequencies, Mean, SD) were used to examine distribution of START
scores, SREs, and the occurrence of risk outcomes at three temporal gates (month 1, month 2 and
month 3 following assessment). The predictive validity of the START Strengths and
Vulnerability scales, SREs, and all individual Strength and Vulnerability items at each temporal
gate was examined using Receiver Operating Characteristic analysis (ROC) principles and
calculating the Area Under the Curve (AUC) based on sensitivity and specificity. The AUC
value ranges from 0 to 1, with .5 representing chance performance while, typically, .75 is
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considered the threshold for a large effect size (Dolan & Doyle, 2000). Second, we conducted
Kaplan-Meier survival function analysis to determine whether patients designated to low,
medium and high SREs differed significantly in terms of their survival (i.e., abstention from
engagement in risk outcomes termed). The Log Rank (Mantel Cox) statistic was used to
determine the probability of survival curves differing by chance. Mean and 95% Confidence
Intervals (CIs) survival times were calculated for each SRE group and compared pairwise to
determine significant between-group survival rates. Data for patients who were discharged
before gate 1 and gate 2 were censored. Finally, we determined the Hazard function h(t). This
quantifies the likelihood of failure to survive at any given time point (t) after assessment for
patients who have survived up to that point. It is calculated as the number of patients failing to
abstain from risk engagement at any given time point as a proportion of the total population of
abstaining patients at the beginning of that time point (see Fleischman et al., 2010). The earliest
point at which h(t) fails to decrease may be considered the optimum time for reassessment since
little additional relative risk is to be expected at this point. All analyses were conducted using
PASW Statistics version 18 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Version 18).
RESULTS
In total, 231 patients met the inclusion criteria; 14 were excluded due to missing data leaving a
final sample size of N=217 (Mean age = 34.1 years [SD=15.0]; 75.1% male; response rate
93.9%). The majority of patients (n=130, 59.9%) were resident in low secure wards and 87
(40.1%) were in medium secure wards. Ninety seven patients (44.7%) were detained under
forensic sections of the Mental Health Act (1983, 2007), 108 (50.8%) were held under civil
sections and 12 (5.5%) were admitted informally. Mean time between admission and START
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assessment was 179 days (SD = 147.7). The number of patients assigned to each risk level, and
the number of patients engaging in each outcome for the first time at each temporal gate, is
presented in Table 2. The most common adverse behaviour was verbal aggression followed by
physical aggression. AUC values for each outcome-predictor pairing at each temporal gate are
detailed in Table 3. Results largely replicated those previously reported for 3-month outcomes
only (O'Shea et al., 2015). Strengths and Vulnerabilities total scores and the Aggression SRE
were significantly predictive of aggressive physical and verbal aggression at all three temporal
gates. Only the self-harm SRE, not the Strengths or Vulnerabilities scores, was predictive of selfharm behaviour. Additionally the SRE for suicide predicted self-harm at all temporal gates. The
SRE for victimisation predicted its associated outcome at gate 3 but not at the preceding gates;
while the Strength score predicted self-neglect at gates 1 and 2 but not at gate 3. Of 17
statistically significant AUC values at gates 1 and 2 six decreased at the subsequent gate, ten
increased, and one was unchanged.
Survival analysis was conducted to examine differences between those designated low,
moderate and high risk (see Figures 1 - 4) for all outcomes where SRE was a significant
predictor of outcomes; as a result, self-neglect was omitted from this analysis since the AUC
values suggested there was no predictive utility for the associated SRE. Survival rates for
physical aggression for patients differed significantly between those designated low risk and
moderate risk (χ2 = 11.040, df=1, p=.001), between those rated low risk and those high risk (χ 2 =
25.480, df=1, p<.001), and between those rated moderate risk and those high risk (χ 2 = 4.274,
df=1, p<.05). For verbal aggression, survival rates differed significantly between those rated low
and moderate risk (χ2 = 7.651, df=1, p<.01), low and high risk (χ2 = 12.202, df=1, p<.001), but
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was not significantly different between those rated moderate and high risk (χ 2 =1.089, df=1,
p=.297). For self-harm, survival rates differed significantly between groups rated as low and
moderate risk for self-harm (χ2 = 24.943, df=1, p<.001), and between low and high risk groups
(χ2 = 33.290, df=1, p=<.001), but did not differ significantly between moderate and high risk
groups (χ2 = 1.591, df=1, p=.207). Finally, for victimisation, survival function differed
significantly between moderate and high rated groups (χ 2 = 18.292, df=1, p<.001), low and high
rated groups (χ2 = 20.183, df=1, p<.001), and between low and moderate rated groups (χ 2 =
18.292, df=1, p<001).
Finally, the hazard function h(t) for each outcome-SRE pairing at each temporal gate was
calculated. Declining h(t) at gate 3 suggested START still had some utility in predicting newly
violent and aggressive patients 3-months after assessment (see Table 2). Similarly, the START
still had utility at 3-months for the prediction of new cases of victimisation. For self-harm
outcomes the hazard function increased by the third temporal gate suggesting that reassessment
may be warranted earlier. The predictive utility that the START Strengths scale demonstrated for
predicting self-neglect was likely to be better over a shorter (2-month) period than current
guidelines suggest.
DISCUSSION
The current study has demonstrated in an adequately powered sample that elements of the
START significantly predict aggressive, self-harm, and victimisation outcomes over 1-, 2- and 3month periods. The overall result replicates that in our previous analysis (O'Shea et al., 2015);
however, the current study aimed to address a more nuanced question about the appropriate
interval before reassessment. First, analysis using ROC principles demonstrated that AUC values
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for violent and self-harm outcomes were mostly significant at all three temporal gates where
previously only outcome at 3-months was known. The SRE victimisation predicted its associated
outcome at 3- months only; and the Strengths scores for prediction of self-neglect were
significant predictors at gates 1 and 2 only. This latter finding revealed a predictive utility not
detected in our previous analysis.
Survival analysis suggested differences in time to outcome failure between groups
designated at different levels of risk for each outcome largely in the expected manner; for
aggressive and self-harm outcomes patients rated at different levels of risk survived (i.e. did not
engage in the adverse behaviour) for significantly different periods following assessment. For
victimisation, those at high risk survived significantly less well, while those at low and medium
risk did not differ in their survival rates. This suggests that those rated as non-high risk in this
group may not warrant different preventive interventions. Finally, hazard function analysis
suggested that, for aggressive and victimisation outcomes, the initial assessment may still have
predictive value at the three month temporal gate; however, that for self-harm is unlikely to
distinguish between groups beyond the 2- month gate.
Practice implications and considerations for future research
The current study provides the first evidence about the appropriate interval before
reassessment with the START, a tool that is growing in popularity and which has been used in a
number of countries (O'Shea & Dickens, 2014). Our findings have important implications for
risk assessment practice because they suggest that different reassessment intervals are
appropriate for the various START outcomes. However, we do not recommend that START
raters begin to conduct rating of different elements of the tool at different intervals as this would
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prove overly complex. A balanced decision should be arrived at about the appropriate
reassessment interval based on the totality of the evidence. Hazard function analysis suggested
that 3- month assessment is adequate for reassessment of physical aggression and victimisation
outcomes. However, given that 74 (46.8%) of the patients rated as low or moderate risk for
physical aggression engaged in the outcome by gate 2 suggests that these patients would, in any
event, warrant reassessment since it may be necessary to adjust their SRE upward. Further, nine
(22.5%) of the patients rated high risk, and 28 (38.9%) of the patients rated as moderate risk,
had not engaged in aggression by gate 3 and thus may have warranted reassessment to a lower
risk status at an earlier point. Thus, in over half the cases (51.2%), an earlier reassessment at 2
months might have improved accuracy, or prevented unnecessarily restrictive risk management
interventions. Such a magnitude would not have been the case should the reassessment have
taken place at the 1- month gate. Hazard function analysis suggested that optimum time for
reassessment for self-harm was at the 2-month gate which further supports our case. Finally,
there appears to be significant predictive validity for the Strength score for self-neglect up to 2months. As a result, we think that raters should bear this finding strongly in mind when
considering a SRE for this outcome as this should result in greater accuracy. Based on the
totality of evidence we think that clinicians using the START could consider amending their
practice to reassess every 60 rather than every 90 days; or routinely revisit the assessment when
the predicted outcome occurs before the recommended 90 day interval. We do not believe this
recommendation is too onerous given that start assessment generally takes between 25 and 40
minutes (Desmarais et al., 2011) and the mean time of completion decreases on subsequent
assessments (Quinn et al., 2013).
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Future research should aim to replicate findings of the current study with other risk
assessment tools used in clinical practice to determine the most appropriate reassessment
interval. Further work is required to determine the reasons for the self-harm SRE's
outperformance of the Strength and Vulnerability scores. If the factors that raters are considering
in their successful prediction of self-harm can be determined then these could be considered for
inclusion among the START items; this should result in better estimates overall.
Limitations
It is possible that, given outcomes data beyond that available to us, hazard function
analysis might have suggested that START might be warranted over periods longer than 3months for aggressive outcomes. We did not collect data to test this. However, we think that our
overall conclusion would be unlikely to change given the survival attrition at temporal gates 1
and 2. The study employed a pseudo prospective design where risk management is the
responsibility of those who also record outcomes in the clinical record. However, clinicians were
not aware the data was being collected for analysis, and raters were independent of assessors at
the point of coding. Assessment was undertaken as part of routine clinical practice rather than by
independent researchers, and it is possible there is variation between rating teams; however, this
is the recommended procedure for completing START assessment. Length of stay of patients
was highly variable; this was due to our using the first iteration of the ST ART following its
introduction across the study setting including with existing patients. Further research with a
larger sample would be required to ascertain whether survival is moderated by length of stay.
Finally, our calculations are based on the occurrence of adverse behaviours meeting or exceeding
level 1 criteria described in the SOS; it is therefore possible that an analysis of incidents with
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more serious outcomes would produce different results. However, it is well documented that
incident outcome in inpatient care is not always directly related to the intention and commitment
of the person displaying the behaviour (e.g., Bowers et al., 2007). Finally, it is possible that there
could have been under-reporting of incidents although we have found rates in the current study
comparable to, or exceeding, those reported elsewhere (O'Shea et al., In Press).
Summary and conclusions
The current study has examined the most appropriate interval for START reassessment
relating to a number of adverse outcomes. The current 90-day recommendation is supported by
the evidence of this study. However, we think that the START assessment should be routinely
revisited if target behaviours occur in the shorter term, or where they do not occur in individuals
rated as at elevated risk by 60 days. This should provide the opportunity to more accurately
estimate risk and balance management interventions accordingly in order to protect staff and
patients from unwanted behaviours, and minimize restrictive practices on an individual level. In
secure and forensic mental health settings, nurses are the professionals best equipped to lead on
day-to-day risk assessment and management; the use of the START at appropriate intervals can
assist them.
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Short term risk assessment

Table 1: START (Webster et al., 2009) items
Social skills
Relationships
Occupational
Recreational
Self-care
Mental state
Emotional state
Substance use
Impulse control
External triggers
Social support
Material resources
Attitudes
Medication adherence
Rule adherence
Conduct
Insight
Plans
Coping
Treatability
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Table 2: Hazard function [h(t)] analysis for SREs at three temporal gates
Temporal Gate
Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

n failing
cum. n
(%)

N
potential
survivors

h (t)

n failing
cum. n
(%)

N
potential
survivors

h (t)

n failing
cum. n
(%)

N
potential
survivors

h (t)

Physical aggression
All (N=198)
Low risk (n=86)
Moderate risk (n=72)
High risk (n=40)

74 (37.4)
16 (18.6)
31 (43.1)
27 (67.5)

198
86
72
40

.374
.186
.431
.675

88 (44.4)
23 (26.7)
38 (52.8)
27 (67.5)

123
63
38
29

.114
.111
.200
.184

105 (53.0)
30 (34.9)
44 (61.1)
31 (77.5)

110
63
34
13

.155†
.111†
.176†
.153†

Verbal aggression*
All (N=198)
Low risk (n=86)
Moderate risk (n=72)
High risk (n=40)

84 (46.2)
24 (27.9)
38 (52.8)
24 (60.0)

198
86
72
40

.462
.279
.528
.611

111 (56.1)
37 (43.0)
47 (65.3)
27 (67.5)

87
49
25
13

.310
.265
.259
.231

116 (59.8)
40 (47.6)
47 (65.3)
29 (74.4)

82
46
25
11

.061†
.065†
.182†

Self harm
All (N=163)
Low risk (n=103)
Moderate risk (n=38)
High risk (n=22)

32 (19.6)
8 (7.8)
11 (28.9)
13 (59.1)

163
103
38
22

.196
.078
.289
.591

39 (23.9)
10 (9.7)
15 (39.5)
14 (63.6)

131
95
27
9

.053
.021†
.148†
.111†

45 (27.6)
12 (11.6)
19 (50.0)
14 (63.6)

124
85
12
7

.048†
.023
.333
.714

Victimisation
All (N=189)
Low risk (n=113)
Moderate risk (n=49)
High risk (n=27)

16 (8.5)
8 (7.1)
1 (2.0)
7 (25.9)

189
113
49
27

.085
.071
.020
.259

27 (14.3)
14 (12.4)
2 (4.1)
11 (40.7)

173
105
48
20

.064
.057
.125
.200

35 (18.5)
15 (13.3)
6 (12.2)
14 (51.9)

162
99
47
16

.049†
.010†
.085†
.188†

Self neglect
All (N=185)
Low risk (n=108)
Moderate risk (n=54)
High risk (n=23)

17 (9.2)
10 (9.3)
2 (3.7)
5 (21.7)

185
108
54
23

.092
.093
.037
.217

24 (13.0)
13 (12.0)
5(9.3)
6 (26.1)

168
98
52
18

.042†
.031†
.058†
.056

33 (17.8)
17 (15.7)
10 (18.5)
6 (26.1)

161
105
49
17

.056
.038
.102
-

SRE

h (t)=hazard function calcu lated as number failing to survive as a proportion of all surviving cases. SRE = Specific Risk Estimate for associated outcome except * (SRE for physical aggression)
† indicates last temporal gate in the analysis at which h (t) declines indicating optimu m time for reassessment.
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Table 3: AUC values for Strength and Vulnerabilities scores and SREs at three temporal gates
Temporal Gate
1 Month

2 Months

3 Months

AUC (95% CI)

AUC (95% CI)

AUC (95% CI)

Physical Aggression
Strengths
Vulnerabilities
SRE Aggression

.626 (.547, .704)**
.600 (.521, .679)*
.713 (.638, .787)***

.665 (.591, .740)***
.583 (.504, .662)*
.678 (.602, .753) ***

.653 (.576, .731)***
.614 (.535, .693)**
.682 (.608, .757) ***

Verbal Aggression
Strengths
Vulnerabilities
SRE Aggression

.644 (.566, .721)**
.600 (.522, .679)*
.648 (.571, .725)*

.655 (.578, .732)***
.569 (.487, .650)
.618 (.539, .697)**

.688 (.611, .766)***
.574 (.490, .658)
.622 (.542, .702)**

Self harm
Strengths
Vulnerabilities
SRE self-harm
SRE suicide

.579 (.467, .690)
.539 (.428, .649)
.768 (.669, .867)***
.654 (.530, .779)*

.582 (.473, .691)
.537 (.428, .646)
.775 (.678, .871)***
.668 (.554, .783)**

.578 (.473, .682)
.551 (.446, .656)
.788 (.700, .877)***
.691 (.583, .799)**

Victimisation
Strengths
Vulnerabilities
SRE Victimisation

.609 (.470, .747)
.590 (.453, .727)
.611 (.442, .779)

.541 (.423, .658)
.592 (.482, .701)
.602 (.470, .734)

.605 (.509, .702)
.567 (.466, .668)
.653 (.540, .765)**

.691 (.572, .811)*
.610 (.452, .769)
.615 (.446, .785)

.691 (.593, .789)*
.619 (.488, .750)
.605 (.453. .756)

.630 (.528, .732)
.566 (.446, .686)
.546 (.410, .681)

Self neglect
Strengths
Vulnerabilities
SRE Self neglect
* P<.05 ** P<.01 *** P<.001
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